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 Wilderness Survival offers a wealth of information on how to travel, make a camp, understand
your environment, and choose tools.With over 3,600 illustrations and pages of information,
Camping & A publication no survivor should be without!
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Must have in your Outdoor Library Great resource book lots of info. as described, good cost.
excellent Very extensively covered topics, some things i wish were covered a little more in
depth, like whenever a suggestion was made for one item more than another, I believe adding
a so why it was better would be wonderful, or what the others benefits and drawbacks were.
Fell Short This one really fell short. I was extremely upset that they wouldn't mail to `my ... For the
family members or individual who loves to obtain out & They give you a great deal of
information in a straightforward form! the photos inside weren't in color!! After reviewing the
book ourselves, we decided we had to have one - plus three more for Xmas presents to
famillies! Five Stars Plenty of great information in this book! Five Stars good book. How can you
identify plants, birds, fish, animals and such without viewing their colors? You'll starve or freeze
to death if you relied upon this publication for survival, if you don't used it as tinder or threw it
at an animal cuz it really is thick and heavy. SUPERB INFO- An easy task to grasp &. I was
extremely upset that they wouldn't mail to `my grand son address rather than my address. enjoy
nature, this is the reserve for them. Our initial purchase was completed in the Sequoia's (of
California) for a 10 year old boy who loves outdoors, survival techniques & character.! This is
one you'll keep! Four Stars Great comprehensive read. Best survival book ever This is the best
survival reserve I've ever read!Makes for extra mailing expence!great price. Great vendor fast
shipping  the photos inside were not in color! How do . apply Alright- this reserve is a common!.!
It focuses way to much on things such as surviving in the artic rather than nearly more than
enough on the more considerations like shelter, fire, and trapping.
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